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Abstract: In this paper, we present a new stereo vision-based system and its efficient hardware implementation for real-time underwater environments exploration throughout 3D sparse reconstruction based on a number of feature points. The proposed underwater 3D shape reconstruction algorithm details are presented. The main concepts and advantages are discussed and comparison with existing systems is performed. In order to achieve real-time video constraints, a hardware implementation of the algorithm is performed using Xilinx System Generator. The pipelined stereo vision system has been implemented using Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) technology. Both timing constraints and mathematical operations precision have been evaluated in order to validate the proposed hardware implementation of our system. Experimental results show that the proposed system presents high accuracy and execution time performances.
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1. Introduction

Exploitation and preservation of groundwater resources are very important with many challenges related to economic development, social constraints and mainly environment protection. In this context, hydro-geologists are, for example, highly attracted by the interest of confined underwater environments. They mainly address the question of dynamic modeling of such complex geological structure (the karst). In this domain, robotic is of great interest, and many different hot topics in terms of control, navigation, sensing and actuation are addressed. On the sensing aspect, robotic exploration of confined environment requires sensors providing pertinent input information to supply the control loop. In this scope, mechanical profiling sonars exist but they provide a too low sampling rate to be used directly in the robot control loop. That is why the use of vision techniques is the most suitable solution even though it presents a more demanding constraint in terms of quantity of information to be processed.

Different visual perception devices are proposed in literature, offering a large view of the environment. However, a trade-off between images resolution, cost, efficiency and real time processing has to be taken into consideration. The use of cameras and computer vision techniques represents a common choice for autonomous scene reconstruction. Nevertheless, the computational complexity and large amount of data make real-time processing of stereo vision challenging because of the inherent instruction cycle delay within conventional computers [1]. In this case, custom architecture implementation on FPGA (Field Programmable Gate Arrays) is one of the most recommended solutions.
It permits to exploit the intrinsic parallelism of the 3D reconstruction algorithms and to optimize memory access patterns in order to ensure real-time 3D image reconstruction [2]. By taking advantage of the resources integrated into modern FPGA circuits, dedicated architectures are designed with more hardware efficiency and time performances. In addition, due to its reconfigurability, FPGA allow the architecture to be modified and adapted to the application requirements. It can be optimized depending on the implemented task, unlike conventional processors or Digital Signal Processors.

In the field of computer vision applications, 3D reconstruction algorithms are nowadays of great interest and could be exploited in different embedded systems and real-time applications such as geographic information systems, satellite-based earth and space exploration, autonomous robots and security systems. In this paper, we propose a 3D shape reconstruction algorithm for underwater confined environment (karst) exploration using stereoscopic images and its pipelined hardware architecture design. The hardware implementation is performed on a Virtex-6 FPGA using the Xilinx System Generator (XSG) development tool. We aim to propose a high efficiency system in terms of level of accuracy and execution time performances.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present and discuss various existing image processing methods that focus on laser spot detection, matching and 3D reconstruction. In Section 3, we present the vision-based sensing device and its calibration. A flowchart of the proposed algorithm and the key processes details are presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the hardware XSG design of the 3D reconstruction process. In Section 6, we present the experimental and performance evaluation results. Finally, conclusions and future works are presented in the last section.

2. Related Work and the Proposed Algorithm

2.1. Related Work

The reconstruction process first needs a number of feature points to obtain an accurate 3D modeling of the karst. Multiple image processing algorithms, permitting the detection and extraction of region of interest are available in literature. Fast descriptors [3] are commonly used in order to speed-up classification and recognition of a specific set of keypoints as well as SIFT (Scale-Invariant Feature Transform) [4], Harris [5] and SURF (Speeded Up Robust Features) [6] descriptors. All of these feature detectors have invariant characteristics in a spatial domain. However, they are lacking quality when images undergo important modifications like underwater ones [7]. Using active systems with laser devices permits to facilitate the extraction of accurate features based on the laser characteristics. In [8], authors proposed a new laser detection technique that combines several specifications such as brightness, size, aspect ratio, and gradual change of intensity from the center of laser spot. In [9], others use a combination of motion detection, shape recognition and histograms comparison methods in order to detect the laser spot. In the same context, segmentation process appears in most of works such as [10–15]. In fact, thresholding permits to classify the laser spot according to brightness value using a previously calculated threshold value. In [16], a new approach is proposed using a different color system that represents Hue, Saturation and Intensity (HSI) instead of RGB color system. The previous mentioned methods are sometimes not enough accurate and present some false-offs because of lighting conditions or threshold value selection. In [17], authors present an approach that permits to differentiate good and bad detections by analyzing the proportionality between the projection surface diameter and the number of classified laser pixels in a group. In [18], fuzzy rule based system adjusted by a genetic algorithm is proposed to improve the success rate of the laser pointer detection algorithm decreasing as much as possible the false-offs. In [19], authors developed an approach based on motion estimation to extract "good" features. They first use the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi feature tracking algorithm to extract features at time t which are then tracked at time \( t + 1 \). Using the disparity map previously extracted for both time steps, tracked points that do not have a corresponding disparity at both time t and \( t + 1 \) are eliminated. In [20], authors were focused on feature point extraction, the first step of the sparse 3D reconstruction system, since they represent the geometrical characteristics of the
scene. They propose a methodology to extract robust feature points from acoustic images and offer 3D environment reconstruction. This approach is realized in two steps: contours extraction and corners from contours feature points extraction. For the first step, canny edge detection [21] was applied based on intensity discontinuities. For the second step, an algorithm that analyzes each defined curve to mark the first and last points as feature points. These characteristic points, extracted from each image, are matched in order to estimate the camera movement and reconstruct the scene. In [22], authors used also edge detection approach to devise stereo images into blocks. A sparse disparity map is generated based on stereo block matching. They investigate for this aim, the performances and cost calculation results of different methods of matching such as Sum of Absolute Differences (SAD), Herman Weyl’s Discrepancy Measure (HWDM) and Adaptive Support Windows (ASW) to compare performances of each method in estimation of disparity and maximum disparity values.

In all 3D systems, depth information of the real scene is essential. Algorithms of reconstruction depend principally on the system of vision (monocular, stereo, passive or active . . . ), the scene (indoor/outdoor, illumination . . . ), the input data, the application goals (pose estimation, tracking, mapping . . . ). Three dimensional shape reconstructions could be achieved using image shading, texture, photometric stereo, structured light, motion sequences, etc. In addition, reconstruction could be performed using image formation models and specific numerical techniques such as those presented in [23]. Early, shapes from stereo techniques in computer vision were tested on stereo image sequences [24] where a dense object reconstruction is obtained using iterative feature matching and shape reconstruction algorithms. The proposed algorithm resolves matching ambiguities by multiple hypothesis testing. Modern techniques use Delaunay triangulation algorithms for point cloud data with only geometric parameters as input since it have been shown to be quite effective both in theory and practice [25], although its long computational time when processing large data. It is also used in [6,7,23,24] in addition with elastic surface-net algorithm [26] or the marching cubes algorithm [27] to extract mesh. Kiana Hajebi presented in her work [28], a sparse disparity map reconstruction were produced based on features-based stereo matching technique from infrared images. A number of constraints (epipolar geometry) and assumptions (image brightness, proximity . . . ) are employed to retrieve matching ambiguities. A Delaunay triangulation algorithm is applied in order to reconstruct the scene, using disparity map information.

In the case of underwater applications, water-glass-air interfaces between the sensor and the scene modify the intrinsic parameters of the camera and limit the standard image processing algorithms performances. Therefore, underwater image formation are studied and developed in [29–31] in order to incorporate properties of light refraction in water. The light refraction effects should be considered either when an underwater calibration is carried out [32–34] or during the 3D reconstruction algorithm [35]. The Refractive Stereo Ray Tracing (RSRT) process allows accurate scene reconstruction by modeling and tracing the refraction of the light. It is well suited for complex refraction through multiple interfaces; however this requires complete knowledge of the 3D projection process. This approach does not need an underwater calibration of the system of vision but the algorithm of light trajectory tracking is computationally time consuming particularly when there are multiple different environment between the 3D point and its 2D image projection. In contrast, underwater calibration, despite its experimentations ambiguities, provides a direct and simplified approximation between the merged 3D point and its 2D image correspondence as it takes into consideration light refraction effects in the expression of 2D-3D transformation.

Several studies on 3D reconstruction systems are proposed in literature. However, few of them are designed for underwater application and fewer target real-time implementation. In Table 1, we summarize the main treatments and characteristics of some existing systems and those of our algorithm. The algorithms used for each case depend on multiples aspects: the 3D capturing sensor (passive/active, monocular/stereo, calibrated/non-calibrated . . . ), the points of interest that will be reconstructed (most interest points in all the image, specific key points, checkerboard corners . . . ), the application requirements (precision, software and hardware resources, timing . . . ), the system
environment (aerial, underwater), etc. For example, the capturing sensor constitutions and configurations present a great interest to facilitate the image processing algorithms. For underwater applications, with the use of passive sensors [2,36], the identification and recognition of object is tough and sometimes hopeless because of the underground homogenous texture and lack of illumination. Atmospheric conditions that affect the optical images at different acquisition times could be a potential source of error and they should be taken into consideration to avoid missed detection or false-offs. The use of active devices directed toward the target to be investigated, like scanners [37] or lasers [38,39] or sonars [5,40] the use of depth sensor like the Kinect [41], allows overcoming these drawbacks particularly when real-time performance is desired. In the other hand, when the configuration of the different sensors is less complex, the geometric modelisation (calibration) of the whole system becomes possible and more accurate. This allows us to define the properties of the epipolar geometry (calibration parameters) that could be used afterwards to enhance the different image processing, particularly to remove the outliers [5,6] facilitate the matching process using epipolar lines [5,36] and obviously for 3D triangulation [5,6]. Furthermore, methods such as SURF detector [6] or Harris corner detector [5] or Sobel edge detector [2] were used to detect most interesting points in the image. These methods, despite their good detection rate, necessitate big computation time since they use complex calculations (convolution with a Gaussian, gradient vectors, descriptors, etc.). Therefore, some authors propose different alternatives that permit to substitute global methods with a combination of standard processing methods such as those presented in [13,36,40] which permits to ensure good accuracy and run time.

2.2. The Proposed Algorithm

For the adopted 3D underwater shape reconstruction system, we tried to integrate the most key approaches applied in literature while ensuring a good accuracy and a satisfactory processing time. The following points summarize the main involved techniques and advantages of the proposed system:

1) Stereo active system: Because of underwater restrictions, we equipped our system with a laser pointing devices to facilitate the identification of region of interest. The stereo omnidirectional configuration is used in order to provide a large and common field of view of the scene, particularly the lasers projections. In addition, the vertical configuration of both cameras let us profit from the epipolar image superposition to facilitate the matching process which is, in general, the most time consuming treatment.

2) Lighting conditions consideration: The use of a single threshold value for the binarisation may lead to two consequences: partially degraded information when using a high threshold value for poor-lighted images or a lot of outliers when using a low threshold value for well-lit ones. Several experiments were done on different lighting conditions in order to define an adequate thresholding expression, not a value, suitable for different conditions and that permits to efficiently highlight the laser spot projection with respect to the background.

3) Good detection rate: Generally, there is no generic method which solves all of feature detection problems. In fact, some false-offs may appear. That is why some authors propose to use other geometric constraints (proximity criteria, region criteria, epipolar constraint, etc.). In our case, we profit from the configuration of the laser belt with respect to the stereo cameras to define a region-based approach that permits to eliminate outliers.
Table 1. Taxonomy of 3D reconstruction systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3D capturing sensor</td>
<td>uncalibrated underwater images</td>
<td>stereo camera images using multi-beam sonar</td>
<td>perspective stereo image pairs</td>
<td>perspective camera + Laser pointers devices</td>
<td>CMOS camera + laser structured system</td>
<td>perspective camera + single laser pointer</td>
<td>Omnidirectional stereo images + structured laser system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration</td>
<td>use given calibration information</td>
<td>underwater checkerboard corners detection</td>
<td>assume that cameras are calibrated and rectified</td>
<td>Homography on checkerboard measurement</td>
<td>checkerboard corners detection</td>
<td>manual distance measurements as reference</td>
<td>underwater checkerboard corners detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Points of Interest detection</td>
<td>SURF detector</td>
<td>Harris corner detector</td>
<td>Sobel edge detector</td>
<td>Green segmentation</td>
<td>Median filter</td>
<td>Erosion Region labeling</td>
<td>Segmentation using Heuristic Epipolar geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remove outliers</td>
<td>Epipolar geometry</td>
<td>Epipolar geometry</td>
<td>All stereo corresponding SURF points</td>
<td>Lucas–Kanade Tracker (epipolar lines)</td>
<td>Intensity Weighted Sum of laser clouds</td>
<td>Laser clouds center calculation</td>
<td>Laser position in axis center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D points</td>
<td>Euclidean distance between features vectors</td>
<td>All edge points</td>
<td>Triangulation (epipolar geometry)</td>
<td>Grid Mapping Heuristic</td>
<td>Epipolar geometry (lines)</td>
<td>No matching needed</td>
<td>Laser clouds gravity centers calculation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching</td>
<td>Triangulation (midpoint method)</td>
<td>Triangulation (epipolar geometry)</td>
<td>Triangulation (system geometry)</td>
<td>Triangulation using off-line depth model</td>
<td>using reference measurement</td>
<td>underwater reference measurement</td>
<td>Omnidirectional projection using system geometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D reconstruction</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>underwater calibration parameters</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underwater restitution</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software implementation</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardware implementation</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>FPGA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. The Stereo System and Its Underwater Calibration

3.1. Description of the Stereo-Catadioptric System

Many techniques and devices developed for the aim of 3D mapping applications were evaluated in robotics and computer vision research works. Omnidirectional cameras are frequently used in many new technological applications such as underwater robotics, marine science, and underwater archaeology since they offer a wide field of view (FOV) and thus a comprehensive view of the scene.

In our work, we go towards an observation of the entire robot’s environment with the use of minimum cameras to avoid occlusion and dead angles. We propose a stereo catadioptric system (Figure 1) mounted with a belt of twelve equidistant laser pointing devices (Apinex.Com Inc., Montreal, Canada). The catadioptric system consists of a Point Grey’s Flea2 camera (Point Grey Research Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada) pointing at a hyperbolic mirror (V-Stone Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan). The laser pointer is a typical pen-shape of 532 nm wavelength laser pointer. In order to ensure the sealing of the cameras, we insert the catadioptric systems and the lasers into a tight waterproof system.

![Figure 1](image-url)  
*Figure 1. Architecture of the omnidirectional system composed of stereo catadioptric system and the laser belt.*
3.2. Off-Line Stereo Catadioptic System Calibration

To reproduce a 3D scene from stereoscopic capturing images taken in different angle of view, the estimation of each model of the camera is essential. This process, called calibration, offers the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters that describe the physical functioning of the camera. In fact, it allows finding relationships between the pixel-wise dimensions on the image and the actual metric measurements. It can be achieved by having information either about the scene geometry or on the movement of the camera or simply by using calibration patterns. In this paper, we use the third possibility: the system of cameras and a checkerboard pattern of known geometry were placed underwater and a set of stereo images were taken for different orientations of the test pattern. The process of calibration consists on the definition of 3D corners of the pattern test and the extraction of the corresponding 2D projections in the image. The 3D and 2D corresponding coordinates constitute the data that will be processed in the calibration algorithm to determine an accurate model of each camera and the extrinsic measurements related to the stereo system and the laser pointing devices.

We use the generalized parametric modelisation described and detailed by Scaramuzza et al. in [45]. They propose a generalized approximation that relates 3D coordinates of a world vector and its 2D image projection. It consists on a polynomial approximation function denoted "f" which is defined through a set of coefficients \( a_0; a_1; a_2; a_3; \ldots \) as given in expression (Equation (1)). The calibration process is done once-time in off-line mode and the resulting coefficients will be used as variable inputs for the 3D reconstruction algorithm. The 2D coordinates \((u, v)\) represent the pixel coordinates of a feature point extracted from an image with respect to the principal point \((u_0, v_0)\). This latter is considered, at first, as the image center to generate a first parameter estimation. Then, by minimizing the re-projection error using the iterative RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC) algorithm [46], the exact coordinates of the principal point is determined. This permits to highlight the misalignment between the optical axis of the camera and the axis of the mirror which allow refining the estimation results (Figure 2).

\[
f(\rho) = a_0 + a_1\rho + a_2\rho^2 + a_3\rho^3 + a_4\rho^4, \quad \rho = \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}
\]

(1)

Additional metric parameters of the stereoscopic vision system are measured such as the Baseline (the distance between the centers of both cameras) and the distance "Z_laser" of the laser belt with respect to each camera center. For underwater application, we use a plexi waterproof system of thickness "e" and radius "d". The estimated calibration parameters consider that all the system (stereo cameras + lasers + waterproof device) is a compact system, which means that the polynomial function "f" takes into consideration light refraction through the plexi. In fact, it permits to reconstruct a world point outside the waterproof system from its 2D image projection.
4. Description of the Proposed 3D Underwater Shape Reconstruction System

4.1. The Flowchart of the Algorithm

Underwater 3D reconstruction algorithms are, generally, divided into two principle parts: the first step aims to detect and extract 2D coordinates of the most interesting points and the second one consists of the 2D/3D transformation and then the 3D restitution of the underwater shape points coordinates. Figure 3 illustrates the flowchart of the processed methods used in our algorithm.

![Flowchart of the proposed 3D reconstruction algorithm.](image)

The system inputs are the omnidirectional images acquired both in the same time at each position of the exploration robot and the calibration parameters which were estimated off-line and used as input variable data. The first processing block includes initially morphological operations based on color pixel information in order to highlight the laser spot projection with respect to the rest of the image and then a specific based-region process applied to identify and then extract the laser projection 2D coordinates in each image. This block is designed twice for each camera image sequence. The second processing module (3D underwater shape reconstruction) contains first the 3D ray reconstruction based on 2D coordinates and the calibration parameters. Then, the 3D shape of the karst is determined using the 3D coordinates obtained by the intersection of the stereo rays and the 3D coordinates obtained by the intersection of generated ray vectors corresponding to each system and the laser beams directions. After each 3D underwater shape generation, new stereoscopic images are acquired and sent to be processed. Since the first and second processing blocks are totally independent, we can execute them in a parallel way: either on a fully hardware processing or through a Sw/Hw design. In the following sections, we present in more details the key processing steps: laser spot extraction and underwater restitution of the 3D shape coordinates. Then, we present the complete workflow of the processing chain.

4.2. Laser Spot Detection and Extraction Algorithm

The RGB images, acquired from each catadioptric system, present the inputs of the laser spot extraction block. The proposed algorithm aims to detect regions of green-laser projections in order to extract their image positions. In order to achieve good detection accuracy, different methods were tested on our images in order to define the adequate algorithm. The green-colored laser spots, used in our vision system, are analyzed through their projection on the image. Experiments show that the color of the laser spot detected by camera is not only green; its center is very bright (200 ≤ (R, G, B) ≤ 255).
Therefore, multiple tests were done in different lighting conditions in order to analyze the laser projection and define the expression that permits to highlight the laser spots in the image. For the extraction of the 2D coordinates of the laser projection, we proceed first with a color-based binarisation of the RGB image. Expression (2) permits to highlight pixels of which the green component value "G" is more important than the red "R" and the blue "B" ones.

\[
\begin{cases}
  \text{pixel} = 1; \\
  \text{else} \\
  \text{pixel} = 0;
\end{cases}
\]

(2)

Because of water physical properties, a laser beam can undergo non-useful reflections before reaching the object. The RGB image contains green-colored pixels that represent correct and useful laser spot projections and some wrong projections caused by reflections of laser beams when encountering reflecting surfaces such as the plexi waterproof tank (Figure 4a). In order to eliminate these projections, that could mistake the shape reconstruction, we propose to filter them using geometric considerations. Based on multiple experiments, we noted that:

1. laser projections that are not located inside the mirror projection are considered false ones;
2. laser projections that do not belong to the predefined regions of interest are considered as wrong projections that should be detected and transformed into black-colored pixels;
3. if there is multiple projection of the same laser beam on the same direction, the farthest cloud points is the real projection since it represents the extremity of the laser beam when encountering an object. In contrast, all along the laser trajectory, existing small cloud of points are those of unnecessary reflections which will be eliminated later.

For that, Cartesian coordinates of each white pixel are determined and corresponding polar coordinates \((r, \theta)\) are calculated. Eliminated pixels are those that have a ray "r" > "Rmirror" and of whose angle of inclination "\(\theta\)" do not belong to predefined regions "\(\theta \pm \Delta \theta\)" where "\(\theta\)" belongs to the predefined set (Figure 4b). If there are multiple cloud points in the same region, the one who is characterized by the bigger ray is considered.

\[
\begin{align*}
  x_c &= \frac{\max\{p(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^n - \min\{p(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^n}{2} / C \\
  y_c &= \frac{\max\{p(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^n - \min\{p(x_i, y_i)\}_{i=1}^n}{2} - (x_c \times C)
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

**Figure 4.** Result of laser spot extraction process: (a) RGB image; (b) Region-based image classification.

For the extraction of the gravity center of a cloud of points, we determine the average value of all pixels belonging to the line crossing the cloud of points and defined through its inclination with respect to the horizontal (Equation (3)) in which \(C\) represents the number of the image column, \(p(x_i, y_i)\) represents the pixel coordinates of each point belonging to the line and \(c(x_c, y_c)\) is its center and \(n\) represents the number of points.
4.3. 3D Underwater Shape Reconstruction Algorithm

The proposed 3D reconstruction algorithm depends on the configuration of the stereo cameras and the laser belt device. In Figure 5a, we illustrate the difference between the use of air-calibration parameters or underwater-calibration ones. In the first case, light refraction effects are considered in the algorithm of ray tracing which consists on following the trajectory of a light when crossing different environment (of different refraction indexes). In the second case, light refraction effects such as those due to water properties (liquid type, refraction index, temperature, pressure . . . ), and those due to environment variability (air/waterproof tank/water) are taken into consideration in the estimated polynomial function \( f_u \). In fact, the stereo system calibration is performed in the environment of test with all actual conditions. This equivalence was proved, experimentally, by applying both cases on the same pairs of images by using underwater-calibration and using air-calibration with ray tracing relations.

The system of vision was calibrated using underwater images of the checkerboard pattern test (Figure 2). The relationship is established between 3D points and the 2D corresponding ones extracted from acquired images. The obtained system of parameters corresponds to a polynomial function noted \( f_u \) (case of underwater calibration). This relationship (Equation (4)) permits to correspond to each pixel point \( p(x, y) \) a 3D vector \( r(X_r, Y_r, Z_r) \). In case of stereo system (Figure 5b), each laser is represented by a projection on image\(^1\) and on image\(^2\). For each pixel point respectively \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \), a ray vector is determined using the corresponding sensor parameters respectively \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \). In case of using the laser position information \( Z_{laser} \), we determine the distance \( D_e \) between the real point \( P_e \) and the system optical axis using refraction angle \( \theta \) corresponding to each projection as expressed in (Equation (5)). This later is determined using the ray vector coordinates. The resulting 3D coordinates of the real point are given by (Equation (6)). In case of using only the stereo information, the coordinates of the real point \( P_e \) is determined using the intersection of the stereo ray vectors \( r^1 \) and \( r^2 \) using the relations of (Equation (7)).

In our work, we exploit the redundancy between the passive stereo restitution (camera\(^1\)+camera\(^2\)) and the active monocular restitution (camera+lasers) to refine the result of reconstruction. In fact, 3D coordinates of the world point \( P_e \) are determined using three following approximations:

1. Intersecting the ray vector \( r^1 \) corresponding to the laser projection on image plane \((\Pi^1)\) to the laser beam position \( Z_{laser}^1 \) with respect to camera\(^1\).
2. Intersecting the ray vector \( r^2 \) corresponding to the laser projection on image plane \((\Pi^2)\) to the laser beam position \( Z_{laser}^2 \) with respect to camera\(^2\).
(3) Intersecting the ray vector \( u^1 \) corresponding to the laser projection on image plane \( (\mathbb{I}^1) \) to the ray vector \( u^2 \) corresponding to the laser projection on image plane \( (\mathbb{I}^2) \).

\[
p = \begin{bmatrix} u \\ v \end{bmatrix} \leftrightarrow r = \begin{bmatrix} X_r = u - u_0 \\ Y_r = v - v_0 \\ Z_r = f(p) \end{bmatrix}, \quad \rho = \sqrt{X_r^2 + Y_r^2} \quad (4)
\]

\[
D_c = \left( \frac{Z_{\text{laser}}}{\tan(\theta)} \right), \quad \theta = \arctan \left( \frac{Z_r}{\sqrt{X_r^2 + Y_r^2}} \right) \quad (5)
\]

\[
P_c = \begin{bmatrix} X_c \\ Y_c \\ Z_c \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} Z_r \\ \sin(Y_r) \cdot \sqrt{D_c^2 - X_c^2} \\ Z_{\text{laser}} \end{bmatrix} \quad (6)
\]

\[
\begin{bmatrix} X \\ Y \\ Z \end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix} X_{r1} \\ Y_{r1} \\ Z_{r1} \end{bmatrix} + \begin{bmatrix} (Y_{r2} - Y_{r1}) \cdot \sin(\theta_2) - (Z_{r2} - Z_{r1}) \cdot \cos(\theta_2) \\ \cos(\theta_1) \cdot \sin(\theta_2) - \cos(\theta_1) \cdot \sin(\theta_2) \\ \sin(\theta_1) \end{bmatrix} \cdot \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ \cos(\theta_1) \\ \sin(\theta_1) \end{bmatrix} \quad (7)
\]

4.4. Complete Workflow of the Proposed System

In Figure 6, we propose the workflow of the complete processing methods used in our algorithm and showing all the steps with images.

Figure 6. Full workflow of the processing algorithms of the 3D shape reconstruction system.
The workflow gives the processing chain of the following steps: off-line calibration applied on a set of stereo images of pattern test placed on both cameras common field of view, image segmentation that highlights the laser projections, outliers elimination based on region-constraints, laser spot extraction along the laser beam direction, and the underwater 3D shape reconstruction algorithm based on distance measurements between the optical center and each laser projection.

5. Hardware Design of the Proposed Algorithm

5.1. XSG Design Flow Diagram

For rapid prototyping, a development environment in which the hardware and software modules can be designed, tested, and validated is required. For this purpose, the Xilinx System Generator tool for DSP (Digital Signal Processor) development was used. It permits a high level implementation of DSP algorithms on FPGA circuit. It consists on a graphical interface under Matlab/Simulink environment used for modeling and simulating dynamic systems. A library of logic cores, optimized for FPGA implementation, is provided to be configured and used according to the user’s specifications. When implementing System Generator blocks, the Xilinx Integrated Software Environment (ISE) is used to create “netlist” files, which serve to convert the logic design into a physical file and generate the bitstream that will be downloaded on the target device through a standard JTAG (Joint Test Action Group) connection. Simulation under Matlab Xilinx System Generator allows us testing the FPGA application with the same conditions with the physical device and with the same data width of variables and operators. The simulation result is “bit-to-bit” and “cycle” accurate, which means that each single bit is accurately processed and each operation will take the exact same number of cycles to process. Thus, there will be almost no surprises when the application is finally running in the FPGA.

Figure 7 presents the processing flow of System Generator tool from the hardware architecture design to the generation of the reconfiguration file used for the RTL (Register Transfer Level) design generation and the co_simulation process. The architecture designed using XSG blocks will be simulated under Simulink to compare calculation results obtained by the Matlab code algorithm and those obtained by the designed hardware module.

![Figure 7. XSG design flow diagram.](image-url)
5.2. Hardware Optimization

During hardware design, the principal aim is to trade between speed, accuracy and used resources. The algorithm of 3D reconstruction uses multiple division operations and square root approximations. The COordinate Rotation Digital Computer (CORDIC) cores offered by Xilinx to realize the mentioned functions were tested under different configuration. However, this block provides only a rough approximation of the required result especially when a large fractional precision is needed [47]. The square root results were not enough accurate and although the satisfying CORDIC division result, its large size and low execution speed make it less advantageous. Therefore, custom hardware architectures for the cited functions are proposed.

Using XSG development tool, maximum precision could be obtained by configuring all blocks, between the gateways, to run with a full output type. However, this could lead to an impossible synthesis result. Word-length optimization is a key parameter that permits to reduce the use of FPGA hardware resources while maintaining a satisfactory level of accuracy. In the case of square root approximation, word-length is hard to compute since output format increase by the looped algorithm feedbacks. For that reason, successive simulation reducing iteratively outputs word length is made until achieving the minimum world length while ensuring the same maximum precision.

5.3. Hardware Architecture of the proposed 3D Shape Reconstruction System

The hardware architecture of the proposed algorithm, presented in Figure 8, follows the same processing chain as the workflow algorithm. It consists of two main stages: spot detection and 3D reconstruction.

![Figure 8. Hardware architecture of the proposed algorithm.](image)

The first subsystem presents two pipelined sequential treatment blocs of the stereo images. Each bloc provides twelve 2D coordinates of the laser projections of the corresponding image. These coordinates are sent to the next processing bloc when all image pixels are covered and checked. The second stage takes as inputs the corresponding stereo coordinates and the calibration parameters. It permits to generate the 3D coordinates corresponding to the world points identified through the laser spots projections. An additional bloc is inserted to synchronize the reading of corresponding 2D coordinates and their sequential sending to the reconstruction process. We take profit from stereovision to optimize the reconstruction result. Two pipelined architectures are designed to simultaneously treat
the stereo RGB images and reconstruct the 3D laser spots world positions for each system. The system output is the average of the two generated results. A description of the functioning of each subsystem will be given in the following sections.

5.3.1. Hardware Architecture of the Laser Spot Detection Algorithm

The laser spots detection algorithm consists on highlighting the laser projection on the stereo RGB images in order to easy the extraction of the corresponding 2D coordinates. The first step is the binarisation of the RGB images based on pixel color information. White pixels will represent the laser projections and black ones the background. In Figure 9, we propose the hardware architecture of the segmentation step, which correspond in fact to the expression (Equation (2)) given in Section 4.2.

![Figure 9. Hardware architecture of the segmentation block.](image)

The segmentation results demonstrate that the binarisation presents some outliers. These errors should be eliminated to avoid its effect on the final restitution of the karst 3D shape. Figure 10 illustrates the subsystems of the laser spots extraction module, which consists of respectively Cartesian2Polar transformation, region-based process to eliminate outliers and the extraction of laser positions. The image center \((x_0, y_0)\) is estimated during the calibration process.

![Figure 10. Hardware architecture of the region-based laser spot extraction module.](image)

In order to eliminate wrong laser projections, we use an approach based on region constraints. All pixels that are white ('bin' = '1'), that are inside the mirror projection \(\{'r' < 'r\text{miroir}'\}\), and that the relation between \(x\) and \(y\) coordinates is close to one of the predefined set, or belonging to the region...
where the x coordinates is negative ($x < 0$) are considered to form a cloud points. A selection is applied to choose which laser projection will be considered as an object and which will be merged with the image background. This is done by analyzing the values of the polar and Cartesian coordinates of each laser pixel. For a pixel belonging to a direction whose inclination angle is $\theta$, its $(x, y)$ coordinates are proportional to the 'arctangent ($\theta$)' value. In our work, we use twelve laser pointers, which let us define twelve directions corresponding to $\theta \in \{0, 30, 60, \ldots, 330\}$ corresponding to the arctangent value $\varepsilon \{\pm 0.577, \pm 1.732\}$ and pixels belonging to the vertical axis $\{-3 < y < 3\}$ and horizontal axis $\{-3 < x < 3\}$. Because of the symmetry of the arctangent function, two faced region is described by the same arctangent value. To differentiate between the two regions, we analyze the signs of the $(x, y)$ coordinates (Figure 4b). Twelve selection blocks are designed to specify each region of the image (Figure 11). Each block contains the region characteristics defined to sort pixels which are identified as laser projection. For the gravity center calculation, we use a "MCode" blockset inserted to determine the median position value of all entering pixel values of a cloud points for each region.

5.3.2. Hardware Architecture of the 3D Reconstruction Algorithm

As mentioned in the workflow, the algorithm of 3D shape reconstruction takes as inputs the 2D coordinates of laser spot projections from both images and the calibration parameters of both catadioptric systems. In order to take profit of pipeline, two hardware systems are designed to be executed in a parallel way for each image. Each system represents the hardware module of the transformation from air 2D projections to the 3D underwater coordinates of the world point. In Figure 12, we present the successive under sub-blocks of the 3D shape reconstruction module. The 2D/3D transformation algorithm consists on four steps, which are respectively:

(1) Scaramuzza calibration function block;
(2) Normalization block;
(3) Refraction angle estimation block;
(4) Distance measurement and real point coordinates estimation block.
(a) Scaramuzza calibration function block

The first bloc takes as input the 2D extracted coordinates and the system calibration parameters. The estimated polynomial function is applied on the pixel coordinates to generate the coordinates of the ray vector crossing the water as given in the expression (Equation (4)). Figure 13 gives the hardware blocks arranged to perform this task.

The pixel coordinates are obtained by dividing the extracted position "N0" by the number of lines in the image. A hardware block called "Black Box" is inserted to perform the division. This primitive permits the designer to reuse an existing VHDL code that divides two integers of 20 bits and gives as outputs: the quotient "y" representing the y-axis position and the rest "x" representing the x-axis position. The calibration function is applied on "'p" value which is, in fact, the radius value corresponding to the 2D coordinates (xp, yp): such that xp = u - u0 and yp = v - v0 (red box). The center image coordinates values (u0, v0) were obtained in the calibration process as described in Section 3.2.

A sub-block named "norme2D" is used to approximate the square root function. The algorithm processes as follows: we convert the floating number into an integer and a rest. We use a "Black-box" block that calls a VHDL code to provide the square root of the integer part "r". We assume then that the square root "p" of the floating number is between "r" and "r + 1". At first, we compare "p² - r²" and "(r + 1)² - p²" to take the closer value as the first boundary and its half the second one. Successive
iterations are applied on each chosen boundaries in order to be as close as possible to the exact square root "p" of the input floating number. The number of iterations is limited depending on a defined accuracy. The last sub-system is designed to calculate the 3D norm of the ray vector coordinates to be sent to the further processing using the same approach.

(b) Normalization block

The normalization function, given by the expression (Equation (8)), applies the Euclidian 3D norm of the ray vector "r" using as inputs its 3D coordinates. A 32-bit divider is called by the "Black-box" element to perform the division and a 32-bit approximation subsystem to perform the square root function.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
X_r^N \\
Y_r^N \\
Z_r^N
\end{bmatrix} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{X_r^2 + Y_r^2 + Z_r^2}} \begin{bmatrix}
X_r \\
Y_r \\
Z_r
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(8)

(c) Refraction angle estimation block

Having the normalized ray vector coordinates crossing the water \((X_r^N, Y_r^N, Z_r^N)\), we calculate the refraction angle "\(\theta_e\)" since it represents its inclination with respect to the normal to the waterproof surface (Figure 5) in which the variable "\(r_o\)" represents the square root of \((X_r^N + Y_r^N)\). A 32-bit VHDL code was programmed and tested under ISE development tool and called through a "Black-Box" block.

(d) Distance measurement and real point coordinates estimation block

The "\(P_e\)" coordinates are proportional to the 3D ray vector \(r (X_r, Y_r, Z_r)\), to the distance between the laser projection and the optical axis of the stereo cameras "\(D_e\)" and to the laser beam position. We re-use two 32-bit division subsystems of real numbers division and a 32-bit HDL code for the square root approximation function. The outputs ports are changed from std_logic_vector into Fix_32_14 data type.

6. Experimentation and Performance Evaluation

The main functionality of to the developed system is to make 3D reconstructions of a confined dynamic underwater environment while giving accurate metrics based only on acquired images (1024 × 768 pixels). In the validation and evaluation of the developed system accuracy, we use examples of simple geometric shapes with known dimensions. The evaluation tests were made in a specific water pool built in our laboratory of a width of 3 meters. Tests could be made on the pool itself or throughout different tubes (forms) introduced in the pool. In each experimental test, dozens of camera positions are used for evaluation. The obtained pairs of images are processed and the estimated distances are compared to the real ones corresponding to these known camera positions. In Figure 14, we present an example of simulation results performed in the hexagonal pool. The lasers pointing at the cross section of the object are projected in the stereo images (Figure 14a). The binary stereo images, obtained using the thresholding expression, highlights the laser projections with respect to the background (Figure 14b). Only the defined image-regions are covered in order to extract unique 2D coordinates of the laser spot on each region. Laser projections belonging to the same image region are matched (Figure 14c) and sent to the triangulation process to determine the 3D distances corresponding to each laser (Figure 15). The mean error scale of distance measurements, for the different objects used in experimentation, is of 2.5%. For the hexagonal object, the mean square error is about 5.45 mm² which is quite satisfactory regarding bad resolution of underwater images and light refraction effects.
Figure 14. Simulation results (a) stereo RGB images; (b) Segmented images; (c) stereo matching.

Figure 15. Simulation results: 3D distances measurements and distance error.
Error between estimated distances and real measurements could be caused either because of calibration error, XSG blocks optimization or because of laser spot center detection errors. Analyses of the spot center accuracy detection influence on 3D distance results were also performed. Figure 16 illustrates distance measurements with respect to the gravity-center positions for different real measurements (up to 480 cm). To be able to evaluate the effect of the error on the spot center detection (in terms of pixel position) on the resulting distance, we can use the curve of Figure 16. This curve gives the distance function of spot center position (polar coordinate \( r = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2} \)). For a reference spot distance, we can determine the distance error by varying the pixel coordinates. Table 2 gives an example of error evaluation for three points with a variation of \( \Delta x = 1 \) pixel and \( \Delta x = 10 \) pixels. For distances measures up to 480 cm, the maximum relative distance error is about 1.3%.

![Figure 16. Effect of spot center accuracy on distance measurements.](image)

**Table 2. Example of error evaluation.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relative Measurements</th>
<th>Point 1 ( D = 40 ) cm</th>
<th>Point 2 ( D = 115 ) cm</th>
<th>Point 3 ( D = 415 ) cm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta x = 1 ) pixel</td>
<td>( \Delta r ) 0.88</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta x = 1 ) pixel</td>
<td>( \Delta D ) 0.81</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta x = 1 ) pixel</td>
<td>% 1.02%</td>
<td>1.01%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta x = 10 ) pixels</td>
<td>( \Delta r ) 8.83</td>
<td>9.28</td>
<td>10.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta x = 10 ) pixels</td>
<td>% 1.26%</td>
<td>1.10%</td>
<td>1.07%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 6.1. Hardware Co-Simulation Results Comparison

In hardware co-simulation concept, the main treatment (processing module) is really implemented in the FPGA circuit and data acquisition and visualization are performed using Matlab. The system reads the image from MATLAB workspace; pass it to Xilinx Blockset where the different operations are performed and the result is sent over back to MATLAB workspace. The data used to evaluate the final system accuracy corresponds to the hardware co-simulation results which are really obtained from the FPGA circuit and which represent the final data that will be generated by the system.

To implement the design on FPGA, ISE tool and core generator automatically generate a programming bit file using the System Generator blockset. A system block is created to point into the configuration file (bit) for the co_simulation. The generated co_simulation block (Figure 17) replaces
the XSG model (Figure 8) and will be loaded on the FPGA device through the JTAG cable by closing the loop after connecting the board (Xilinx ML605).

![System Generator diagram](image)

**Figure 17.** Hardware co_simulation bloc.

All along the robot movement, a stereo image is acquired and analyzed in order to generate 3D shape of the confined structure using the generated 3D world points. In order to verify if the behavior of the XSG model corresponds to the theoretical Matlab code, results of both models are compared noting that it could be relative errors according to the number of bits used. Figure 18 illustrates an example of square shape sparse reconstruction with both Matlab code (blue markers) and the proposed FPGA implemented system (red markers). An average error of about 0.46 cm is obtained between the software algorithm and the XSG architecture for the object of Figure 18.

![Environment test illustration](image)

![3D shape reconstruction](image)

**Figure 18.** Hw/Sw accuracy comparison: (a) Environment of test illustration; (b) 3D shapes reconstruction by simulation.
6.2. System Performances Analysis and Discussion

FPGA implementation is proposed in the aim to be able to respect the real-time application performances requirements. Analysis of the hardware architecture must be done to determine the latency of the complete processing chain. In one hand, we proceed with a timing analysis using the Xilinx "Timing analysis tool" in order to identify and then decrease the latency of the critical paths. In addition, in the other hand, the processing algorithm should perform at least at the frame rate frequency of the camera to satisfy timing constraints.

In our work, by taking profit from pipeline to decrease the latency, the operating frequency has been increased to 275.18 MHz. We used two standard IEEE-1394b FireWire cameras (Point Grey Research Inc., Richmond, BC, Canada). The maximum pixel clock frequency could reach 66.67 MHz, which corresponds to a pixel period of 15 ns. The maximum FPS (frames per second) of the camera is 30 FPS at a maximum resolution of 1024 × 768. This means that between two frames, it exists a period of \( T = 33 \) ms. The system should respond during this period in order to satisfy the application constraints. The proposed XSG architecture for the pre-processing and laser spots extraction presents a total latency of 1024 × 768 clock cycles (the resolution of the image). The 3D reconstruction module, which is designed to be looped twelve times to generate the 3D coordinates of the 12 laser pointers presents a total latency of 1200 clock cycles.

For a maximum clock frequency our system can attain the following performances:

1. Maximum throughput of 275 Mega-pixel per second
2. Pre-processing and laser spots extraction execution time = 2.86 ms
3. 3D reconstruction execution time = 0.00436 ms
4. Total execution time considering the pipeline = 2.86 ms

The complete execution time of the proposed architecture can reach the value of 2.86 ms which is inferior to the 33 ms constraint related to the used camera characteristics. This permits to use more sophisticated camera with higher frame rate and resolution and to go further in the reconstruction speed and precision. In addition, the remaining time can be exploited for more treatments for the robot control. In our work, we use a prototype of twelve lasers devices inserted with the stereo cameras in order to validate the proposed 3D shape reconstruction system. More lasers could be introduced in the aim to increase the number of points representing the shape to be reconstructed. This permits to obtain a more accurate structure of the karst without any effect on the execution time, given that the detection blocks relative to the laser projection zones work in a parallel way. For example, when using a distance angle of 0.5° (instead of 30°) between neighboring lasers, the hardware architecture of the reconstruction module will take 0.26 ms (720 × 100 × 3.634) and the total latency will note change.

With a robot navigation speed of 2 ms\(^{-1}\), for example, the proposed system is able to generate a 3D shape every 5.72 mm. Examples of some FPGA implementations of real-time 3D reconstruction algorithms and their main characteristics are presented in Table 3.
Table 3. Stereo vision FPGA implementation performances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref.</th>
<th>System Application</th>
<th>Sensing Device Performances</th>
<th>Implementation Target</th>
<th>Time Performances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Depth map 3D representation</td>
<td>Asus Xtion (30 Hz) Kinect camera (30 Hz)</td>
<td>Intel Core i7 3.4 GHz CPU</td>
<td>21.8 ms/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Real-time 3D surface model reconstruction</td>
<td>Stereoscopic CCD cameras</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGA (LX110T)</td>
<td>170 MHz 15 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>Video-based shape-from-shading reconstruction</td>
<td>Stereo digital cameras</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-4 FPGA (VLX 100)</td>
<td>60 MHz 42 s/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2]</td>
<td>Real-time 3D reconstruction of stereo images</td>
<td>Ten calibrated stereo image pairs</td>
<td>Virtex-2 Pro FPGA (XC2VP30)</td>
<td>100 MHz 75 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Real-time 3D depth maps creation</td>
<td>Typical cameras 30 fps</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-2 (XC2V80)</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Stereo matching for 3D image generation</td>
<td>3 CCD cameras 320 × 320 pixels 33 MHz video rate</td>
<td>ALTERA FPGA (APEX20KE)</td>
<td>86 MHz 0.19 ms/frame</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our system</td>
<td>Stereo matching for 3D image generation</td>
<td>Stereo catadioptric system 1024 × 768 pixels 66 MHz video rate</td>
<td>Xilinx Virtex-6 (VLX240T)</td>
<td>275 MHz 30 fps 2.86 ms/frame</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. Conclusions

The use of rapid prototyping tools such as MATLAB-Simulink and Xilinx System Generator becomes increasingly important because of time-to-market constraints. This paper presents a methodology for implementing real-time DSP applications on a reconfigurable logic platform using Xilinx System Generator (XSG) for Matlab.

In this paper, we have proposed an FPGA-based stereo vision system for underwater 3D shape reconstruction. First, an efficient Matlab-code algorithm is proposed for laser spot extraction from stereo underwater images and 3D shape reconstruction. Algorithm evaluation shows that a mean error scale of distance measurements accuracy is of 2.5%, between real and estimated measurements, which is quite satisfactory regarding bad resolution of underwater images and light refraction effects. Nevertheless, the software algorithm takes few seconds to be executed which is not permitted by the real-time application performances. In order to satisfy required performances, we have developed a hardware architecture, focused on the fully use of pipeline, aimed to be implemented on a Virtex-6 FPGA. During the design process, optimizations are applied in order to optimize the used hardware resources and to decrease the execution time while maintaining a high level of accuracy. Hardware co_simulation results show that our architecture presents a good level of accuracy. An average error of about 0.0046 m is obtained between the software algorithm and the XSG architecture.

Furthermore, timing analysis and evaluation of the complete design show that a high performance in terms of execution time can be reached. Indeed, the proposed architecture largely respects timing constraints of the used vision system and the application requirements. The developed system supports performance increase with respect to image resolution and frame rate. A further modification and amelioration could be applied in order to fit the 3D structure of the karst. In the end of the paper, experimental results in terms of timing performances and hardware resources utilization are compared to those of other existing systems.
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